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Assessment of primary hip osteoarthritis: comparison of radiographic methods using colon radiographs

Thorvaldur Ingvarsson, Gunnar Hägglund, Håkan Lindberg, L Stefan Lohmander

Objective—To compare the reliability of quantitative measurement of minimum hip joint space with a qualitative global assessment of radiological features for estimating the prevalence of primary osteoarthritis (OA) of the hip in colon radiographs.

Methods—All colon radiographs from patients aged 35 or older, taken at three different radiographic departments in Iceland during the years 1990–96, were examined. A total of 3002 hips in 638 men and 863 women were analysed. Intraobserver and interobserver reliability was assessed by measuring 147 randomly selected radiographs (294 hips) twice by the same observer, and 87 and 98 randomly selected radiographs (174 and 196 hips) by two additional independent observers. Minimum hip joint space was measured with a millimetre ruler, and global assessment of radiological features by a published atlas.

Results—With a minimum joint space of 2.5 mm or less as definition for OA, 212 hips were defined as having OA. When the global Kellgren and Lawrence assessment with grade ≥2 (definite narrowing in the presence of definite osteophytes) or higher as definition for OA was used, 202 hips showed OA. However, only 166 hips were diagnosed as OA with both systems. With 2.0 or 3.0 mm minimum joint space as cut off point, the difference between the two methods increased. Both intrarater and interrater reliability was significantly higher with joint space measurement than with global assessment.

Conclusions—Overall prevalence of radiological OA was similar with the two methods. However, the quantitative measurement of minimum hip joint space had a better within-observer and between-observer reliability than qualitative global assessment of radiographic features of hip OA. It is thus suggested that minimum joint space measurement is a preferable method in epidemiological studies of radiological hip OA.

Material and methods

Population examined

For this study the same radiographs were used as in our previous study of hip OA in an Icelandic population. Thus all colon radiographs (double contrast, barium enema) taken at three different radiographic departments in Iceland during the years 1990–96 were examined. Only radiographs from patients aged 35 or older at the time of the colon examination were used. In total, radiographs from 1530 patients (653 men, 877 women) were analysed.

The patients were referred for radiography from four different hospitals, as well as from the primary healthcare system. They were from both rural and urban areas. The radiograms examined represent approximately 40% of all colon radiographs taken in Iceland during this seven year period.

Of the 1530 radiographs, 29 were excluded. In eight, radiographs of both hips were not clearly visualised and in five, signs of secondary OA were seen. Forty nine hips were operated on with hip arthroplasty, and for 34 of these preoperative x-rays were available. Fifteen hips in 13 patients were thus excluded because of a lack of preoperative radiograms. Three patients had been operated on with arthroplasty because of hip fracture and were excluded. A total of 3002 hips in 638 men and 863 women therefore remained for analysis. Intraobserver and interobserver reliability was assessed by measuring 147 randomly selected radiographs (294 hips) twice by the same observer (TT), and 87 and 98 randomly selected radiographs (174 and 196 hips) by two independent observers (reader 1 and reader 2). Data reported in this study for joint space measurements and Kellgren and Lawrence gradings are from a single observer (TT).
RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES

The double contrast (barium enema) colon radiographs included at least two supine anteroposterior (AP) and several oblique exposures. The hip joints in this study were assessed from an (AP) control radiograph, which was taken with the same tube to film distance of 100 cm that is used in a standard AP view of the pelvis. To be included in this investigation both hips had to be clearly visualised on an AP film. The age of the patient at the time of the colon examination, and signs of secondary OA and hip operations were registered. Hips with signs of secondary OA (congenital dislocation or dysplasia, Perthes’ disease, slipped epiphysis) were excluded from further analysis. Clinical information was sought in hospital records for patients who had been operated on with total hip replacement, and their primary diagnosis was established.

RADIOGRAPHIC CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS

Minimum hip joint space was measured on the AP film with a ruler divided in millimetres. A minimum joint space of <2.5 mm was used as a definition of OA of the hip. Global joint assessment was done according to Kellgren and Lawrence as described in the Atlas of Standard Radiographs of arthritis. Hips classified as grade 2 (definite narrowing in the presence of definite osteophytes) or higher were defined as having OA.

STATISTICS

Non-parametric statistical methods were used for group comparisons. For estimates of interobserver and intraobserver reliability, the $k$ statistic was used for categorical variables, and the intraclass correlation coefficient for continuous variables.

Results

PREVALENCE OF OA

The mean minimum joint space in the 3002 hips was 3.97 (SD 0.68) mm. With a minimum joint space of ≤2.5 mm as a cut off point for the presence of radiological hip OA, 212 hips in 151 patients (71 men, 80 women) were diagnosed as having OA (table 1). The mean age at colon examination for these patients was 68.0 years (range 35–89).

With the use of the Kellgren and Lawrence system with grade 2 or higher as a cut off point for the presence of radiological OA, 202 hips in 137 patients (63 men, 74 women) were diagnosed as having OA (table 1). The mean age at colon examination for these patients was 67.5 years (38–88).

The overall prevalence of hip OA in the population was thus 10.0% using the minimum joint space criterion and 9.2% using the Kellgren and Lawrence system.

COMPARISON OF METHODS

With a 2.5 mm minimum joint space as the cut off point for OA, 166 hips were classified as having OA by both methods, while 46 hips
Table 2 Comparison of radiographic methods for assessment of hip osteoarthritis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiographic method</th>
<th>Definition of disease positive (%)</th>
<th>Within-observer reliability</th>
<th>Between-observer reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum joint space</td>
<td>≥2.5 mm for grade 2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.936†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellgren/Lawrence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.960†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.811†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.598†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Intraclass correlation. †Weighted κ.

Discussion

A golden standard is lacking for the radiographic definition of hip OA. At present, several different radiographic classification systems are used. Comparison and harmonisation of these systems is desirable to facilitate comparison between prevalence studies.

The qualitative grading system based on the original suggestions by Kellgren and Lawrence has in several investigations shown a high within-observer and between-observer variability. Several alternatives to the Kellgren and Lawrence system have therefore been proposed. Grading scales using individual radiographic features have been developed to assess the prevalence, progression, and ultimately, the significance of individual radiographic features singly, and in combination, for OA of the hip. Most of these grading systems for OA of the hip are based on individual features that together contribute to the Kellgren and Lawrence global score—that is, osteophytes, joint space narrowing, subchondral sclerosis, cysts, and deformity.

A previous study showed that the quantitative measurement of hip joint space was more reproducible than the qualitative assessment of osteophytes, sclerosis, or an overall qualitative assessment. Minimum joint space measurement and the overall qualitative assessment showed similar association with pain. This association was stronger than between hip pain and hip osteophytes, suggesting that joint space may be the better surrogate measure for hip OA.

We have in this study extended previous observations by directly comparing the two most commonly used methods for the assessment of radiological hip OA: the quantitative measurement of minimum joint by space, on the one hand, and the qualitative grading of joint space and osteophytes by atlas, on the other. Our comparison focused on the prevalence of radiological hip OA resulting from the alternative use of the two methods, and their reliability and agreement.

Methodology and Reliability of Colon Radiography for Hip Assessment

Radiography of the colon might underestimate minor structural changes compared with radiographs that are optimally exposed for the hip joint. Earlier studies, however, have found good agreement between colon and hip joint radiographs both for prevalence and degree of hip OA. Recent studies further suggest that obesity is linked to colon cancer and adenoma. If it is assumed that these subjects more commonly undergo colon radiography, obese subjects may be overrepresented in the group studied here. However, the linkage between obesity and hip OA is uncertain. In any case, similar methods (assessment of minimum hip joint space on AP colon radiograms) were used in our work and in the studies in Sweden and Denmark, which form the main basis for our comparisons with Icelandic hip OA prevalence.

Prevalence of Osteoarthritis of the Hip

We found an almost equal prevalence of OA when comparing quantitative joint space measurement with a cut off point of 2.5 mm with the Kellgren and Lawrence qualitative grading system with grade 2 (definite narrowing in the presence of definite osteophytes) or more as cut off point. However, when these criteria for radiological OA were used, only 166 of 248 hips were defined as having OA with both systems (fig 1A). A change in cut off point for joint space width to either 2.0 or 3.0 mm decreased the level of agreement between the two methods (figs 1B and 1C).

Reliability of the Two measuring Methods

In this study, quantitative measurement of joint space showed a significantly higher intrarater and interrater reliability than the qualitative Kellgren and Lawrence global assessment for identifying radiological hip OA (table 2). This was true for all three of the readers of radiographs who participated in this study. For this comparison we used weighted κ values for categorical values, and intraclass correlation coefficients for continuous values. These statistical measures of reliability have been shown to be equivalent.

Joint Space Width

The average minimum hip joint space width in this study was 3.97 mm (SD 0.68 mm). The repeated measures SD for reader 1 was 0.38 mm (data not shown). Thus the estimated measurement error was 0.68 × 0.38, or 0.25 mm. Using these results, a cut off point of 2.5 mm for the presence of OA, and assuming a normal distribution of hip joint space width,
we can assess the chance of a hip radiograph that is found to have a minimum joint space width ≤2.5 mm not having OA is 3.6%.

Conclusions
We have confirmed and extended previous studies by directly comparing two methods for assessment of OA in hip radiographs. Although the two methods resulted in a similar overall prevalence of radiological OA, our results show that the quantitative measurement of minimum hip joint space has a significantly better within-observer and between-observer reliability than a qualitative global assessment. We thus suggest that a minimum joint space measurement is a preferable method in epidemiological studies of radiological hip OA. The most suitable method for studies of hip OA defined by a combination of radiological signs and symptoms has not been determined, and may differ for different contexts. However, it was shown that minimum joint space is as well correlated with symptoms as a qualitative global assessment.7
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